Cell specific expression of the insulin gene is achieved through transcriptional mechanisms operating on 5' flanking DNA elements. In the enhancer of rat I insulin gene, two elements, the Nir and Far boxes, located at positions -104 and -233 respectively and containing the same octameric motif are essential for B cell specific transcription activity. Homologous sequences are present in the human insulin gene. While studying the binding of nuclear proteins from insulinoma cells to the -258/ + 241 region of the human insulin gene, we observed a previously undetected protein binding site in the intron I region between nucleotides + 160 and + 175. The binding activity was present in insulin producing cells such as RIN and HIT insulinoma cells but not in fibroblasts or insulin negative fibroblast x RIN hybrid cells. DNAse I footprinting and gel retardation/methylation interference experiments allowed us to define the core binding site of the intron binding factor as a GGGCCC hexamer. This factor is also capable to bind to a related sequence, contiguous to the Far-like element in rat and human insulin genes.
INTRODUCTION
Specific expression of the insulin gene in the B cells of pancreatic islets has been shown to be controlled by 5' flanking regulatory regions of DNA. Studies of rat insulin 1 gene have demonstrated the presence of cell specific enhancer and promoter elements (1, 2) . In particular, the so called Nir and Far boxes, located at positions -104 and -233 from the transcription start site respectively, contain two identical octameric motifs which are essential for B cell specific transcription activity (3, 4) . Proteic factors capable to bind to these motifs have been described (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) . Sequences homologous to these motifs are also present in rat I (10) (11) (12) and human insulin genes. Recently, protein binding studies of the human insulin gene have shown that there are multiple binding sites for proteic factors with varying cell specificities between positions -278 and -77 (13) .
Previous studies on human insulin gene have demonstrated that sequences spread from -258 to +241 of the transcription origin are sufficient to direct the expression of a linked reporter gene in rat insulinoma cells (1) and its extinction in insulinomaxfibroblast hybrid cells (14) (15) . This (16) . CliD fibroblast clone is a derivative of the L mouse cell line (17) . The somatic cell hybrid Rp3L, generated by fusing RIN cells with ClID cells , is devoid of insulin production, as previously described (14, 15 Gel mobility shift assay Band shift assays using 3' end labeled DNA fragments or -y2p-ATP kinased oligonucleotides were performed as described (19, 20) . 5 C+T and G+A sequencing ladders, no protein added (free), 16 (see  table 1 ), a double-stranded oligonucleotide spanning nucleotide +157 to +189 (figure 2).
The binding of RIN protein(s) to the protected sequences was confirmed by using oligo A as probe in gel shift assays. When oligo A probe was incubated with RIN extract, a single retarded band was generated indicating the formation of a protein-DNA complex . On the contrary, oligo A formed no complex with fibroblast and RIN x fibroblast hybrid nuclear extracts (figure 3).
We also observed that nuclear extracts from the HIT insulinoma cell line generated three retarded bands one of which comigrated with and might therefore be analogous to the RIN complex. The relationship between the three retarded bands generated by HIT extracts has not been investigated; only two of them were strongly reduced by incubation with excess unlabeled oligonucleotide ( figure 3) (table 1) were used in gel shift assays as competitor or probe. Aml, mutated in the GGGCCC site, failed to bind to the RIN factor, whereas the binding of Am2, mutated in the GGGCA sequence, was not significandy impaired ( figure 5A ). These results suggested that the GGGCCC (+ 165/+170) sequence contributes predominandy to the formation of the RIN/oligo A complex detected in gel shift assay whereas the GOGCA (+ 178/+182) sequence might be accessory. This was confirmed by experiments using oligo A5' (comprising GGGCCC) and oligo A3' (comprising GGGCA) (table 1) which showed that the binding of oligo A to the RIN factor can be efficiently competed for by A5' but not A3' (figure 5B). Finally, taking into account the close similarity of the two sequences detected in methylation interference experiments (GGGCCC vs GGGCA(C)), one might expect that the same factor can bind to both of them but possibly with different affinities.This would be compatible with the strong and weak protections observed in footprint experiments in the +159/+175 and +176/+190 regions respectively.
We have detected the binding of a proteic factor from rat insulinoma cells to a GGGCCC core sequence located at position (figure 6 B) . 4/The binding of oligo A to the RIN factor, was not competed for by unrelated GC rich oligonucleotides (figure 6A) such as oligo C which contains an SPI motif capable to bind to various nuclear extracts (not shown) or oligo D spanning nucleotides -117 to -96 of rat insulin II gene (table 1) . Therefore, the GGGCCC binding factor appears to interact with the sequences immediatly downstream the Far sequence in rat I gene and the Far homologous GCII motif in human insulin gene. Proteins binding the Nir/Far related elements have been described and characterized (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 13, 22) . Recently, regulatory proteins binding to the Far linked A+T rich (FLAT) element located further downstream have also been characterized (23, 24) . The GGGCCC binding protein detected here seems clearly distinct from proteins binding to Far related or FLAT elements since i) the Far sequence alone does not compete for the binding of oligo A to the GGGCCC binding factor ( figure 6A) and ii) the binding site has no relatedness with the A +T rich element.
Future studies will have to define the physiologically significant target site(s) of the GGGCCC binding factor and its potential role in insulin gene regulation.
